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 One of eight nationwide monitoring sites in the USGS 
Enhanced Trends Network (ETN).  Established to 
assess trends in groundwater quality.

 Two private water supply and one domestic well in the 
NH seacoast region were selected for the assessment.

 Wells outfitted with YSI EXO multi-parameter 
monitors, logging Temperature / SpC / D.O. / pH    
and data transmitted through satellite telemetry. 

Enhanced Trends Network





• KFW-87 Domestic bedrock well
As ranges from ~30-60 ug/L

• SGW-93 Public bedrock well
As ranges from ~20 to 30 ug/L 

• SGW-65 Public glacial well
As ranges from ~1 to 5 ug/L

(EPA Drinking water standard 10 ug/l / 0.01 ppm)

Arsenic – what controls its variability?



• Temporally variable mixing of waters due to pumping 
with a seasonal overprint, affecting geochemistry (pH 
and redox)

1. bedrock well may capture glacial water

2. glacial well may capture bedrock water

3. effect of confining silt/clay on redox/pH

4. effect of water table changes in response to season/pumping

5. age distributions of pumped water

• Introduction of other ions seasonally – NaCl primarily 
(ion competition, plus above effects).

Hypotheses



 Regional concerns over high concentrations of arsenic 
in the groundwater supply.

 Aquifers in the NH seacoast region are heavily relied 
upon for public water supply.

 Arsenic transport in this area typically occurs under 
high pH and reducing conditions

 Background information already available from 
previous geologic and water quality sampling in the 
NH seacoast region for Arsenic related studies.



Surficial Geology
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Aquifer Setting



Location of wells
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425400070545401  NH-SGW 93

Bedrock public-supply well
• 402 feet deep

• 80 feet glacial sediment

• Yield = 175 gpm



425311070535801  NH-SGW 65

Glacial public-supply well
• 80 feet deep

• 80 feet glacial sediment

• Yield = 350 gpm



425651070573701  NH-KFW 87

Bedrock private-supply well

• 150 feet deep 

• 30 glacial sediment



Water Temperature at Bedrock Well SGW-93
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Water Temperature at Bedrock Well SGW-93



Specific Conductance at 
Bedrock Well SGW-93



Red= SpC in 
stagnant H2O 
when pump is 

“off”
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Specific Conductance at 
Bedrock Well SGW-93



All 4 parameters at Glacial Well



Still some spiking 
observed in the 
domestic well, but 
not nearly as much 
as the larger private 
supply wells 

Water Temperature at Domestic Well KFW-87



Water level data at Domestic Well (KFW-87)
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• Begin bi-monthly sampling in March
1. Proscribed suite (majors, trace, tracers, nutrients)

2. Collaborate with USGS GWMP and USEPA to sample for 1,4 
dioxane and MTBE, possibly others

• Instrument flow control in domestic well

• Analyze instrument data and parameter changes

• Evaluate more intensive sampling options for 
arsenic and other constituents

Next Steps Moving Forward



• Relate changes in parameters to changes in 
arsenic

1. Do changes in Fe, Mn, pH, DO, SC, NO3, etc. relate to As 
change?

2. Does WL, season, water use patters, flow rates, temp, or other 
hydrologic features relate to As change?

3. Proportion of bedrock/glacial mix?

• Analyze, plot, correlate data

• Assess potential to compare with other ETN sites

Analysis plans




